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Introduction
Autonomous driving is a grand challenge for technology development, not only
in popular science [1], but also the software engineering research community [2].
An emerging technology called “Cyber-Physical Systems” (CPS) will enable
future developments in this area [3, 4]. CPS are systems, which collaborate on
tasks, no individual CPS can achieve alone ([3, 5]). On the one hand, CPS
observe the environment through sensors and act upon the environment with
actuators, much like Embedded Systems [6]. On the other hand, they
communicate with other systems and interact with human users like Information
Systems [3, 6]. CPS are special (i.e. what puts the “cyber-physicality” into the
term) in that they collaboratively achieve goals, the individual systems cannot be
designed to achieve and hence display emergent autonomous behavior [3, 6].
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The figure to the right shows the
interaction of three cyber-physical
automotive adaptive cruise controls
(CACC). These systems do not only
maintain a driver-set speed, but also a
certain safety distance to the vehicle
ahead. The CACC slows the car down
or speeds it up, depending on sensor
input as well as communication

received from CACCs in other vehicles that our CACC communicates with.

ANKI Overdrive Autonomous Vehicle Platform
To simulate CPS within autonomous vehicles, our research makes use of ANKI
Overdrive smart “slot cars” as a surrogate platform for real cars. Below are
pictures of two ANKI Overdrive vehicles on a track piece (left), the internal
structure of one vehicle (middle), and two cars driving on a simplistic track (right).
The ANKI vehicles drive straight and true on a predesigned track and
communicate with other devices through Bluetooth. All vehicles differ in terms of
acceleration, top speed, handling, brake force, etc., much like real cars do. This
platform is particularly well suited for such a simulator due to its contextrestricted nature. This means that the “driving” aspect is already implemented in
the ANKI vehicles.

To implement complex autonomous behavior, we developed a variety of atomic
behaviors. These include (but are not limited to) the following:
1. Maintaining a predefined speed;
2. Determining roadmap layout and scan track to gain location awareness;
3. Compare roadmap layout to other cars’ roadmaps
4. Determine own position relative to other vehicles;
5. Maintaining a safe distance to another car by slowing down or speeding up;
6. Emergency stop in case of collision;
7. Pull over on the side of the road;
8. Actuate brake lights, hazard indicators, or emergency warning lights.
As can be seen, these behaviors depend on one another and therefore required
careful coordination. This was achieved with a Java class “CPSCar.java.”
This class provides a multicasting feature to
each scanned vehicle. Instances of CPSCar are
able to broadcast its real-time location and
receive broadcasts from other instances.
Behaviors are created as classes that are
runnable. A behavior will run either when users
choose to run it on the GUI or when the
CPSCar decides to perform the behavior based
on the information from received broadcasts.
The GUI shows information of each
vehicles, e.g. speed, the map it is running
on, the available behaviors, operating
behaviors, etc. Users can assign behaviors
to a specific vehicle using the GUI.

The images below show an example of
several CPSCar instances performing the
most complex implemented behavior, i.e.,
the handling of a four-way intersection.
(click to play the demo videos).

Project Goals
In this project, developed a cyber-physical autonomous vehicle simulator using the
Overdrive platform. We implemented the following autonomous behaviors:
a) A cruise control system with emergency brake feature. This behavior simulates
a traditional cruise control as it is common in current automobiles.
b) An adaptive cruise control system. An ACC maintains both a driver-set speed
and safety distance to a vehicle driving ahead. A detailed technical description
is available in [3] and comparatively easy to implement, as it builds on
behavior (a), but extends it with cyber-physical inter-vehicle communication.
c) An adaptive overtaking system. This behavior extends behavior (b) with the
ability to plan and execute a safe overtaking maneuver. In addition to (b), this
feature requires inter-vehicle communication as well as trajectory planning and
management, in light of traffic that may prevent safe overtaking.
d) Four-way-stop intersection management. This behavior enables the vehicles to
determine if there are other vehicles at the intersection when entering it. If
there are other vehicles at the intersection already, the vehicle will wait until
the queue is clear. Else, it will continue its way and exit the intersection.

Implementation
We built an autonomous vehicle controller based on Raspberry Pi, which acts as
a gateway to connect to and control Overdrive vehicles. We will then build a
Simulation Controller User Interface (SC), which connects to the gateway and
instructs the vehicles how to “behave.” The SC makes use of a Java application
programmer interface (API) developed with support of a previous NSF Step
Grant. In order to manually assign behaviors to vehicles, the SC shows status
information of each vehicles (e.g., speed, rough location on the map) and allows
users to assign behaviors by drag and drop.
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Limitations & Future Work
We initially intended to also implement an algorithm to resolve traffic jams from
[6]. Similarly to behavior (c), this behavior extends (b) with the ability to negotiate
optimal car speeds by forming cyber-physical convoys. However, pandemicrelated social distancing mandates required additional development time such that
this endeavor remains the subject of ongoing work, which will be submitted to the
NSF for funding consideration.
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